Traditional “In-House Manufacturer”

1. Fibers – Natural and Synthetic
2. Mills spin fibers into yarns
3. Yarn Finishers
4. Knitting and Weaving Mills (Yarn into Fabric) (Finished and Unfinished)
5. Converters (Unfinished Fabric into Finished Fabric)
6. Apparel and Accessory Manufacturers – Cut, Make and Trim Production, Design, Marketing and Distribution
8. Mfg Sales or Selling Agent
9. Buying Agent or Buying Service
10. Retailer
11. Consumer
Fibers – Natural and Synthetic → Mills spin fibers into yarns → Yarn Finishers

Knitting and Weaving Mills (Yarn into Fabric) (Finished and Unfinished)

Converters (Unfinished Fabric into Finished Fabric)

Package Manufacturer – Provides complete product (Purch Fabric, Cut Make and Trim)

“Seventh Avenue” Branded Manufacturer Design, Marketing and Sales

Contract Warehousing and Distribution

Retailer

Consumer
“Seventh Avenue Manufacturer” Utilizing Contractor Services

Fibers – Natural and Synthetic

Mills spin fibers into yarns

Knitting and Weaving Mills (Yarn into Fabric) (Finished and Unfinished)

Yarn Finishers

Converters (Unfinished Fabric into Finished Fabric)

Cutting Contractor

In-House cutting

Sewing and Finishing Contractor

“Seventh Avenue” Branded Manufacturer – Design, Marketing and Sales, Warehousing and Distribution

Retailer

Consumer
Retailer Private Label Program

- Fibers – Natural and Synthetic
- Mills spin fibers into yarns
- Knitting and Weaving Mills (Yarn into Fabric) (Finished and Unfinished)
- Converters (Unfinished Fabric into Finished Fabric)
- Package Manufacturer – Provides complete product (Purch Fabric, Cut Make and Trim)
- Retailer – Private Label Mfg. Program – Design, & Marketing
- Consumer